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SAP Performance Optimization

It is one of the main tasks of IT managers to ensure a permanently high availability and performance of SAP systems.
But despite thorough precautions and good maintenance, unexpected performance problems can occur. Help is
available with the EarlyWatch™ reports, but interpreting the collected system data requires in-depth SAP technology
knowledge and cross-platform expertise. That is why this „Consulting in a Box“ package was developed. We show
you how to correctly interpret the recommendations from the reports and thus noticeably improve the performance
of your systems. In addition, we measure your SAP transactions and help you to find the relevant metrics and react
to them correctly.

Your benefit

» Overview: You receive a differentiated and weighted
evaluation for different measuring ranges (DB Cache,
SAP buffer, response times).
» Transparency: You know the strengths and weaknesses of your SAP systems.
» Faster: You improve the performance of your SAP
systems through increased reliability and improved
availability.
» Know-how: You expand your SAP know-how through
practice-oriented knowledge transfer in the project.
» Extensive: You receive comprehensive documentation with optimization recommendations
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Consulting

Analysis
of your EarlyWatch™
reports

Explanation
and evaluation

Presentation
and discussion
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Documentation
and recommendations

SAP Performance Optimization
Objective
» Sustainable productivity increase through targeted
expansion of your employees‘ know-how with regard
to understanding, interpreting and optimizing performance problems
» Optimization of your system operation through
improved interaction of databases, operating systems,
network components and SAP application servers.
» Cost reduction through optimization of the SAP system
and the affected business processes.

»
»

»
Our services
» We analyze your SAP system step by step and optimize
it under the following aspects:
• Hardware bottlenecks
• SAP, DB and OS parameterization

Phone

E-mail

+49 7031 7177 58

Order number

consulting@addon.de

More successful Projects –
“Consulting in a Box”
AddOn has drawn on its experience of ﬁnding optimal solutions
for numerous projects to create an
exceptional offer: Our “Consulting
in a Box” packages. These stand
for clearly deﬁned consulting services for speciﬁc tasks. “Consulting
in a Box” also means a structured

»

• Workload Distribution and RFC Load Balancing
• Analysis of response times and causes for poor
response times
• Expensive SQL statements, transactions and programs
(long-running)
We analyze your EarlyWatch™ reports together with
you.
We explain what the individual measurement data and
recommendations mean and how they can be interpreted and implemented.
We plan the targeted implementation of the recommendations with you.
We document the measurement results and recommend further project steps.
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approach by experienced consultants, detailed analysis, professional
documentation, presentation of
results, open discussion of the best
solutions plus speciﬁc recommendations for action.
You’ll ﬁnd more “Consulting in a
Box” offers for SAP, Virtualization,
Microsoft, and Linux on our website
www.addon.net/cib
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Prices are quoted exclusive of VAT
and distance-based additional expenses.

Duration

2 days

3 000,– €

You beneﬁt from:
» Best practice solutions
» Targeted recommendations
» Fixed-price consulting services
» No further obligations
» Consulting services available at
short notice
» Short duration

